Nuclear waste disposal. by Saxenmeyer, G
to push or woo the language to perform feats it has
not done before. There can be no standard language
of discovery, though the rules and forms-the
tradition-of language must be evoked to capture
the new truth or perception that is being presen-
ted.
Something new demands to be said in a new way,
and chances are that something said in a new way
must be repeated for many years before it is
expressed truly well. Nonetheless, it is an entice-
ment for both poets and scientists to cultivate their
language, because to make a discovery clear to
more people, sooner, by the exceptional use of
language provides a great enhancement of ones
work. It provides professional enlightenment to
colleagues quickly and with a minimum ofeffort on
their part, and it can extend the reach and impact of
one's work to a major degree.
TOM HAWKINS
Information Office
National Institute of Environmental Health Sci-
ences
Research Triangle Park, N.C. 27709
Dear Sir:
Science in general, and society, in particular,
have been programmed to accept that the universe
is billions ofyears old. This conclusion has been the
result ofthe assumptions on which modern geology
and radioactive dating are based. The media has
been amajor recipient ofthis programming, as well
as a vehicle ofdissemination. Over the past decade,
however, asizeable numberofscientists haverejected
the premise of a universe billions of years old.
According to the June 1975 Creation Research
Society Quarterly, there are over 70 dating meth-
ods that are in serious conflict with a 4.5 billion year
old earth. For example, creationists use 14C dating
to conclude that the earth is roughly 6000 years old.
At the same time, the engineering design and
analysis ofthe structures ofnuclearwaste disposals
are subtly predicated on the credibility of geologic
time scales. The latter are synonymous with evolu-
tion.
Although there is no empirical or observational
evidence that a permanent nuclear waste disposal
will last even for 25 years, the engineering commu-
nity is unrealistically implying that it will last for
100,000 years. No sophisticated motor or engine
known to man has effectively endured longer than
roughly 50 years. And yet, society has been condi-
tioned to accept that a disposal site can be designed
to contain radioactive waste material satisfactorily
for at least 100,000 years, and, according to some
scientists, for 1 million years.
Staunch proponents of nuclear power argue that
reprocessed spent fuel only has to be buried be-
tween 300 to 600 years. Northern States Power, a
Minnesota power company, advertises that reproc-
essed spent fuel has to be buried 600 to 1000 years.
Despite these different opinions, it is conclusive
that nuclear reprocessed waste must be buried
anywherebetween300to600years. Nonreprocessed
spent fuel, according to most scientists, should,
nonetheless, be buried for at least 100,000 years.
Although we can safely assume that natural
catastrophes will occur in the next 100 years, it is
equally as safe to assume that serious local wars
will occur each century. As a result, stored pluto-
nium and plutonium-bearing waste sites will be
military targets. Therise and fall ofsocieties through-
out 6000 years ofrecordedhistory, moreover, reflect
man's inability to safely maintain plutonium, as well
as to control nuclear power and weapons. For
instance, two Iranian jets attacked an Iraqi Nu-
clear Research Center during their local war in the
last week of September 1980.
Uranium 235 is the chief source of energy in a
typical reactor, yet a small percentage ofplutonium
is produced. Essentially, plutonium is the result of
reprocessing the residue 35U from reactors' spent
fuel rods. Commercial reactors can ideally use
plutonium for fuel, but the military use it for
nuclear war heads. Plutonium, one of the most
lethal elements known to man, is one thousand
times as toxic as 235U.
President Carter has placed a moratorium on
commercial reprocessing that could be lifted at any
time. The federal government, however, is re-
processing nuclear waste at three locations. Commer-
cial reprocessing of spent fuel implies that pluto-
nium will be stored above surface all over the
United States. Reprocessing on an international
scale is inevitable since the proliferation of nuclear
weapons depends on plutonium. After 10 years of
operation, or 500 times the annual contribution of
one typical reactor, a reprocessing plant will
approximately include the inventory (cesium and
strontium) produced by 50 typical reactors.
Although the production of plutonium through
reprocessing could reduce the toxicity of waste
fuel, plutonium after it is reprocessed is more
dangerous than if it is not reprocessed. Once it is
reprocessed, plutonium must be stored and trans-
ported, which also subjects it to accidents and
terrorism, thereby precipitating some kind of gar-
rison state. Precedent for terrorism, in any event,
already exists in the nuclear industry. Therefore,
above surface storage is less safe thanin arepository.
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lives of 40,000 residents. Thus familiarization of
evacuation programs is conceivable if Carter's
reprocessing moritorium is lifted. Moreover, nei-
therbusiness norhomeinsuranceisavailable against
emission of nuclear radiation.
Plutonium has a half-life of24,000 years. In other
words, half of any given amount of plutonium
decays or becomes inactive in 24,000 years, while
the other half retains its original toxicity. In the
next 24,000 years, half of the remaining plutonium
decays, and so on. This is why plutonium must be
disposed of for over 100,000 years.
One microgram, one millionth of a gram, of
plutonium produces cancer in animals. Accordingto
a sizeable percentage of the scientific community,
one microgram appears to be sufficient to cause
lung cancer in humans. However, no known death
within the nuclear industry has been a result of
plutonium. Generally, the amount ofplutonium in a
reactor is 1 billion times a lethal dose.
Plutonium is virtually unknown in nature. The
entire present-day inventory is man made. The
American NuclearSociety has included in its Octo-
ber 1979 policy statement an evolutionary oriented
study that appeared in Scientific American (July
1976). Essentially, the study concluded that pluto-
nium is a natural metal (or at least was) having
existed for 500,000 years about 2 billion years ago.
Power companies and the American Nuclear Soci-
ety are presently using this information in their
literature to establish plutonium's stability.
The basis for this study was a slight deficiency in
uranium235, traced to amine in Gabon, Africa. The
International Atomic Energy Agency conducted
the final study, largely carried-out in French labo-
ratories. The French government, incidentally, has
made a total commitment to nuclear power and to
the reprocessing of spent fuel rods in order to
produce more plutonium.
A team of70 scientists, at this same international
conference, nearly four years ago, hypothesized
that a natural reactor must have produced 4000 lb
of plutonium and 12,000 lb of accompanying fission
product. These nuclear evolutionists further rea-
soned that plutonium had to be produced-because
of the uranium 235 deficiency-and, subsequently,
remained stable, or immobile, for 500,000 years!
The American Nuclear Society uses this study to
support the long-term safety feature of plutonium.
Again, this speculative transmutation supposedly
occurred 2 billion years ago, according to both
theoretical geologic time scales and theoretical ra-
dioactive dating.
In the meantime, it is imperative that we realize
that our aspiration to develop a long-term disposal
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process is based on a geologic time scale. The
scientific community, nevertheless, mustbe open to
the realistic option of settling on a disposal process
that would last roughly 200 years. Leak-proof dis-
posal, lasting beyond this time would require a
degree of sophistication that is unrealistic or a
theoretic myth. Factors such as the decay of the
earth's magnetic field, nuclear war, floods, univer-
sal volcanism, earthquakes, all imply the improba-
bility of a sophisticated disposal method enduring
beyond 200 years. Localfloods, specifically, disband
steel, and move huge rocks great distances.
The nuclear industry's expectation ofpermanent
storage of radioactive material, in light of the
perennial leakage of present storage facilities and
othervarious discrepancies and loopholes in reactor
management, demands serious technological reflec-
tion. The idea of such a durable disposal system
conflicts with the application ofscientific reasoning,
and certainly is contrary to the laws of entropy.
The latter would imply corrosion ofthe finest grade
stainless steel canister, even if it is buried deep in
the crust ofthe earth. Stainless steel doesn't have a
proven durability beyond 25 years.
Nuclear engineers have convinced society that a
concrete-encased stainless steel vault can be placed
undisturbed in the earth for 100,000 years. Science
has programmed society to believe that there are
stable land formations to hold these toxic waste
materials. Modern geology argues that there exist
formations which are 2 billion years old that have
never been subject to tremors, earthquakes or a
worldwide flood. Obviously, acceptance of these
premises conditions regulatory agencies, scientists
and the public to believe that a toxic vault can be
stored safelyinthe earth adinfinitum. Unfortunately,
this philosophy is being exclusively disseminated in
contemporary scientific curricula.
An excellent example ofhigh level programming
appeared in U.S. News and WorldReport (Feb. 25,
1980). A double-page ad, paid for by a cooperative
of American Electric Companies, states that dis-
posable processes guarantee removal of active nu-
clear wastes from our own environment FOREV-
ER. The ad emphasizes that the waste will be
buried at locations that have been geologically
stable for millions ofyears without any reference to
the theoretical nature of this evolutionary state-
ment. Power companies, additionally, employ com-
parable ads in local newspapers.
It is vital that present and potential waste depos-
itory sites in this country be closely observed and
monitored for afive to ten yearperiod to determine
ifthey are free from geologic disturbance. Techno-
logical moral standards dictate that expansion of
present storage facilities and construction of new
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condition is unconditionally realized.
In 1971, the Atomic Energy Commission deter-
mined that underground salt mines in Kansas were
free from water leakage and contact with the
outside world. Within a year, however, geologists
had shown that the region was full of holes and
unsafe for storage.
On the other hand, it remains inconceivable to
place radioactive waste disposals in an earth 6000
years old characterized by catastrophes such as a
universal deluge, worldwide volcanism, inestimable
earthquakes, and extensive meteoritic bombardment.
This range ofterrestrial instability clearly suggests
a geological pattern inimical to the safe disposition
of a toxic vault in the earth for a period of 100,000
years.
There is a very large number ofpeople in America
who believe in a relatively young age of the earth.
Although many cannot substantiate this belief,
there is a rapidly growing and proportionate num-
ber of accredited scientists who can.
In light of this subtle interrelationship between
radioactive dating and nuclear disposals, the aca-
demic analysis ofdating methods warrants broader
scrutiny. The emerging new discipline of scientific
creationism is critical of the modern dating meth-
ods. Young earth models present to the scientific
community a new perspective on the age of the
universe. Furthermore, scholasticinteraction among
evolutionary scientists and scientific creationists
will generate a sharper grasp of time as it really
exists. More importantly, though, as a result of
critical analysis of the age of the earth, nuclear
engineers will be able to reassess their time projec-
tions into more realistic engineering applications in
the design and manufacture ofnuclear waste repos-
itories.
Although it is unclear whether the federal gov-
ernment or individual states will inherit power
companies' radioactive waste material, it would
behoove state officials to initiate a stronglegislative
precedent regarding placement of nuclear waste
material. States should proclaim ownership of this
radioactive material and determine for themselves
the whereabouts of waste disposal sites. Other-
wise, the transitory Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion (NRC) could whimsically specify burial sites in
any state. The NRC decisions, regarding selection
of land formations, are exclusively predicated on
the theoretical recommendations of evolutionary
geology.
NRC bureaucratic authorities unequivocably ac-
cept the validity of geologic time scales from secu-
lar scientific academia. The fact that these geologic
landfonnations are considered stable andundisturbed
over a 2 billion year period, encourages the disposal
ofthese toxic vaults and thereby assures expansion
of the entire nuclear industry. The need to alert
state and federal officials to the hypothetical condi-
tions underpinning geological recommendations,
therefore, is urgent, realistic and long overdue.
Hopefully, those who are intellectually and genu-
inely concerned about the nuclear future can now
esteem the practical employment of scientific crea-
tionism as a valid academic discipline.
GEORGE SAXENMEYER
2911 East 42nd St.
Minneapolis, Minn. 55406
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